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THE EDGE®
LED CANOPY PENDANT MOUNT

Includes: XCL9

The information in this document in subject to change without notice. 
Visit website for patents that cover these products: Patent http://www.cree.com/patents

       Visit website for warranties that cover Cree® BetaLED® Technology products:  
       Warranties http://www.creelighting.com/warranty.aspx

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using electrical equipment, basic safety precautions should always be followed including the following:

READ AND FOLLOW ALL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

1. T
2. When handling, hold fixture on sides to prevent damage to the top screen or LED’s.
3. Cast locknuts should not be used for fixture support to conduit/pendant.
4. Product must be installed in accordance with NEC or your local electrical code. If you are not familiar with these codes and 

requirements, consult a qualified electrician..

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

 

1. Route the 7ft cord from the fixture thru the customer supplied 
coupling and pendant and tie a knot at the end of the cord 
where the cord enters the J-box. Figure 1. NOTE: The Knot 
should be large enough to prevent the knot from slipping thru 
the pendant.

2. Secure fixture using the ¾” NPT nipple provided with the 
fixture to the coupling and pendant. Figure 1.

3. Make electrical connections per the Electrical connections 
section.

1. Connect fixture ground (Green) to supply ground.
2. Connect fixture common/neutral (white) to supply common/

neutral (white).
3. Connect fixture Hot (Black) to supply Hot (Black).

MOUNTING

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONSFigure 1

NOTES
1. Take care to keep the LED lenses clean during installation
2. For proper strain relief of the electrical connection, a Knot should be tied in the cord at the J-box connection large enough to prevent 

the knot from slipping thru the pendant.
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1. Connect fixture ground (Green) to supply ground.
2. Connect fixture common/neutral (white) to supply

common/neutral (white).
3. Connect fixture Hot (Black) to supply Hot (Black).

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

1. Route the 5ft cord from the fixture thru the customer supplied
coupling and pendant and tie a knot at the end of the cord where
the cord enters the J-box. Figure 1. NOTE: The Knot should be
large enough to prevent the knot from slipping thru the pendant.

2. Secure fixture using the ¾" NPT nipple provided with the fixture to
the coupling and pendant. Figure 1.

3. Make electrical connections per the Electrical connections section.

MOUNTING

1. To avoid the possibility of electrical shock, turn off power
supply before installation or servicing.

2. When handling, hold fixture on sides to prevent damage to the
top screen or LED’s.

3. Cast locknuts should not be used for fixture support to
conduit/pendant.

4. Product must be installed in accordance with NEC or your
local electrical code. If you are not familiar with these codes
and requirements, consult a qualified electrician.

CAUTIONS

NOTES
1. Take care to keep the LED lenses clean during installation
2. For proper strain relief of the electrical connection, a Knot

should be tied in the cord at the J-box connection large
enough to prevent the knot from slipping thru the pendant.

FIGURE 1
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